Frazzled/DCC facilitates cardiac cell outgrowth and attachment during *Drosophila* dorsal vessel formation
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**Abstract**

*Drosophila* embryonic dorsal vessel (DV) morphogenesis is a highly stereotyped process that involves the migration and morphogenesis of 52 pairs of cardioblasts (CBs) in order to form a linear tube. This process requires spatiotemporally-regulated localization of signaling and adhesive proteins in order to coordinate the formation of a central lumen while maintaining simultaneous adhesion between CBs. Previous studies have shown that the Slit/Roundabout and Netrin/UNC-5 repulsive signaling pathways facilitate site-specific loss of adhesion between contralateral CBs in order to form a luminal space. However, the concomitant mechanism by which attraction initiates CB outgrowth and discrete localization of adhesive proteins remains poorly understood. Here we provide genetic evidence that Netrin signals through DCC (Deleted in Colorectal Carcinoma)/UNC-40/Frazzled (Fra) to mediate CB outgrowth and attachment and that this function occurs prior to and independently of Netrin/UNC-5 signaling. fra mRNA is expressed in the CBs prior to and during DV morphogenesis. Loss-of-fra-function results in significant defects in cell shape and alignment between contralateral CB rows. In addition, CB outgrowth and attachment is impaired in both fra loss- and gain-of-function mutants. Deletion of both Netrin genes (*NetA* and *NetB*) results in CB attachment phenotypes similar to fra mutants. Similar defects are also seen when both fra and unc5 are deleted. Finally we show that Fra accumulates at dorsal and ventral leading edges of paired CBs, and this localization is dependent upon Netrin. We propose that while repulsive guidance mechanisms contribute to lumen formation by preventing luminal domains from coming together, site-specific Netrin/Frazzled signaling mediates CB attachment.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

**Introduction**

Formation of the *Drosophila* dorsal vessel (DV) requires a highly stereotyped set of morphogenetic movements. During *Drosophila* cardiac morphogenesis, 104 cardioblasts (CB) are specified in two bilateral rows of cells that coordinately migrate towards the dorsal midline where they undergo cell polarity and shape changes, and make specific contacts across the dorsal midline to form the DV, a single cell-layer linear tube with a central lumen. The rows of CBs are flanked by two rows of non-muscle pericardial cells (PCs) shown to coordinate dorsal migration with the overlying ectoderm (Chartier et al., 2002). Similar to the primitive heart tube in vertebrates, the *Drosophila* DV possesses anteroposterior polarity and is subdivided, through the action of homeotic genes, into a narrower anterior portion called the aorta and a wider more posterior heart (Lo et al., 2002) (Fig. 1A). Within segments A2–A8, CBs can be subdivided into either smaller contractile cells that express the homeodean gene tinman, or larger rounded cells expressing the orphan nuclear receptor seven-up (Gajewski et al., 2000). In the late stage embryonic DV, wingless (wg) expression in three segmentally repeated double pairs of CBs marks the differentiation of the seven-up positive CBs within the heart into the inflow tracts called ostia (Lo et al., 2002; Molina and Cripps, 2001).

The proper morphogenesis of the heart depends on the precise alignment of the two rows of CBs with each other at the dorsal midline. As the rows approach one another, each CB undergoes a series of dramatic cell shape changes and regulates its adhesive interactions with the opposing cell in such a way that they become attached at the dorsal-most and ventral-most points while maintaining a space in between (see Fig. 5). Cell contact and adhesion...
is first initiated dorsally, as each CB extends a leading edge towards its contralateral counterpart across the dorsal midline, resulting in an adhesive interaction. Subsequently, the CB extends a second leading edge to make a ventral connection with its counterpart. In this way, a sealed linear tube with a central lumen is formed (Medioni et al., 2008; Santiago-Martinez et al., 2008).

Guidance molecules and adhesion proteins have been shown to play a crucial role in the process of lumen formation. It was previously shown that in embryos mutant for the gene shotgun, which encodes Drosophila E-Cadherin (E-Cad), the adhesion between opposing CBs is defective resulting in the absence of lumen formation (Haag et al., 1999). Furthermore, our previous findings show that E-Cad localizes specifically to the dorsal and ventral attachment points and that this discrete localization is dependent upon negative regulation of E-Cad by the slit/robo pathway (Santiago-Martinez et al., 2008). In the absence of slit/robo signaling, E-Cad is no longer restricted to the dorsal and ventral attachment points and is found along the entire luminal domain. As a result, the CBs become fully attached, leading to a loss of luminal space (Medioni et al., 2008; Santiago-Martinez et al., 2008). Unc5, the UNC-6 receptor, which mediates a repulsive response to the Netrin guidance cue, also participates in lumen formation by providing repulsion of opposing CB membranes in a slit/robo-independent manner (Albrecht et al., 2011). However, while it is clear that repulsive guidance plays a role in establishing the luminal space between opposing CBs, it is still unknown what signal or signals are responsible for mediating CB outgrowth, extension and attachment.

Netrin was originally identified as a diffusible long-range Laminin-like extracellular axon guidance cue in Caenorhabditis elegans (Ishii et al., 1992). Subsequently, Netrins have been found in a wide range of animal species and have been shown to mediate guidance and cell adhesion in many different cell types (reviewed in (Lai Wing Sun et al., 2011)). Receptors for Netrins include the single-pass transmembrane proteins Deleted in Colorectal Cancer (DCC) and Unc5 (for review see (Lai Wing Sun et al., 2011)). Different receptor combinations have been shown to elicit attractive or repulsive responses to Netrin via signaling pathways that ultimately result in the rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton (Moore et al., 2007). In general, DCC mediates chemotraction, while chemorepulsion requires Unc5 and in some cases DCC as well. More recently, the Down Syndrome Cell Adhesion Molecule (DSCAM) was also shown to function as both an attractive and repulsive Netrin receptor in Drosophila and vertebrates (Andrews et al., 2008; Ly et al., 2008; Purohit et al., 2012).

In Drosophila, DCC is called Frazzled (Fra) and was originally indentified as a receptor for the attractive Netrin guidance cue in the CNS (Harris et al., 1996; Kolodziej et al., 1996; Mitchell et al., 1996). DCC/Fra has been shown to mediate chemotactic responses to Netrin in a variety of cell types (for a recent review see (Lai Wing Sun et al., 2011)). Additionally, more recent studies have shown that the DCC/Fra receptor becomes polarized on the cell membrane to the areas corresponding to asymmetric cell outgrowth and protrusion in a Netrin-dependent manner (Quinn and Wadsworth, 2008). For example, the polarized protrusive activity of the C. elegans HSN neuron is mediated by UNC-40 (C. elegans DCC) in response to a ventrally localized Netrin signal (Adler et al., 2006). Similarly, during C. elegans anchor cell invasion, localized Netrin secretion directs UNC-40 to a specific region of the anchor cell plasma membrane (Ziel et al., 2009). However, the precise role for Netrin in polarizing DCC/Fra is unclear, as recent evidence suggests that UNC-40 also has the ability to intrinsically polarize in the absence of UNC-6 (C. elegans Netrin) (Xu et al., 2009).

In this study, we show that the attractive Netrin receptor Fra is involved in mediating asymmetric CB outgrowth and attachment during DV morphogenesis. Fra is expressed by the CBs, and genetic perturbation of fra levels results in a failure of CBs to properly come together at dorsal and/or ventral attachment points. Similar defects are observed in embryos mutant for Netrin or fra, unc5 double mutants. Furthermore, we show that Fra accumulates at the sites of CB outgrowth and attachment and that this accumulation is correlated with proper lumen formation. Finally we show that Fra localization at sites of attachment is disrupted in embryos mutant for Netrin. Our findings provide evidence that just as repulsive guidance via the Robo and Unc5 receptors is important for preventing specific areas of the CB membranes from coming into contact, so too is attractive guidance via the Fra receptor for bringing together CBs at specific sites of adhesion.

Materials and methods

Fly stocks and genetics

Fly crosses were performed at 25 °C and maintained on standard medium. The following stocks were used: (fra²)/BL(#8813) and unc5 (unc5¹) (Labrador et al., 2005), ∆NetAB (Blankatschik and Dickson, 2006), uas-fra-myc (G. Bashaw), unc5²/CyO, fra³/CyoWbgfl (G. Bashaw); 24B-Gal4 (Brand and Perrimon, 1993), Hand-Gal4 (Han et al., 2006), uas-mCD8-GFP (BL#5130). To generate fra rescue embryos, fra¹/Cyo, twi-2XGFP: UAS-fra-myc flies were crossed to fra¹/Cyo, twi-2XGFP; 24B-Gal4 or fra3; Hand-Gal4/Cyo, twi-2XGFP flies. For examining Fra-Myc localization in ∆NetAB mutants, FMT sqh::ChRFP; UAS-fra-myc males were crossed to ∆NetAB/FM7-Kr-Gal4, UAS-GFP;24B-Gal4 females. For unc5 dominant suppression experiments, UAS-fra-myc flies were crossed to unc5⁵(ΔCy0;KrGFP; 24B-Gal4/Wg) TM6TB;Sb flies.

In situ hybridization

In situ hybridization on wild type and Hand-Gal4/UAS-lacZ embryos was performed as described (Lecuyer et al., 2008). For the fra antisense probe, the cDNA was linearized with BglIII and transcribed using DIG RNA labeling mix (Roche Diagnostics). The Tyramide signal amplification kit was purchased from Molecular Probes. Double labeling was performed with a Rabbit anti-jigal antibody and a goat anti-Rabbit Alexa 555 secondary antibody.

Immunohistochemistry

Embryos were collected from grape-juice agar plates, dechorionated and fixed according to standard protocols. The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit anti-Mef2 (B. Paterson, 1:1000), rabbit anti-Myc (Sigma, 1:200), mouse anti-α-Spectrin [Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB)], 1:10), mouse anti-Wingless (DSHB, 1:10), mouse anti-Myc (DSHB, 1:10), mouse anti-Discs large (DSHB, 1:10), rabbit anti-β-gal (1:1000, MP Biomedicals), and rabbit anti-GFP (1:500, Invitrogen). For secondary, goat anti-mouse or anti-rabbit conjugated to either Alexa 488 or 555 (1:500; Invitrogen) were used. Fixed and stained embryos were carefully staged using head and gut morphology and individually mounted on glass coverslips in 60% glycerol. Confocal z-sections were obtained at ambient temperature on an inverted Olympus IX81 with a Crest CARV II confocal unit using a Plan Aapo/340 60X/1.20 NA objective and an ORCA-EM CCD Digital camera (Hamamatsu).

Cross-sections

Well slides for viewing embryos in cross section were prepared by painting small circles of valve lubricant (Dow Corning) on
24 × 60 mm² rectangular coverslips. A solution of heptane and adhesive tape glue was applied in two layers, allowing the heptane to evaporate between applications. Stage 16 or 17 embryos were carefully staged using head and gut morphology and selected for dissection on a separate slide. Using a scalpel, a transverse cut was made through the entire diameter of each embryo approximately two-thirds of the way from the most anterior end; the section containing the most posterior end was then discarded. With the aid of a needle, each dissected embryo was propped up vertically on the center of the well slide. A solution of 60% glycerol diluted in PBS was added drop-wise into the well, such that all embryos were completely immersed. The embryos were then imaged using an Olympus confocal microscope (described above). Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism.

Electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy was performed as described in (Soplopop et al., 2009). Mutant embryos were selected based on the absence of GFP balancer in live dechorionated embryos prior to fixation.

Results and discussion

fra mRNA is expressed in the DV

fra encodes a transmembrane receptor for the Netrin guidance cue (Harris et al., 1996; Kolodziej et al., 1996; Mitchell et al., 1996). Previous studies have determined that fra is expressed in developing axons and epithelia in the Drosophila embryo (Kolodziej et al., 1996). However, fra expression in the DV has not yet been reported. To determine whether fra mRNA was expressed in the DV, we performed in situ hybridization to embryos using a fra antisense probe. In addition to detecting the known expression of fra in the CNS and epidermal tissues (Kolodziej et al., 1996; Fig. 1), we also detected fra transcripts in the CBs as early as stage 14/15, with the transcript persisting in CBs in stage 16 embryos (Fig. 1A and B). We confirmed the CB expression of fra by double staining Hand-Gal4/UAS-lacZ embryos against fra mRNA and β-galactosidase (β-gal) protein. Hand-Gal4 drives expression in the CBs and a subset of the PCs (Han et al., 2006). Double staining confirmed that fra mRNA accumulates in all the CBs (Fig. 1C and D). We also detected fra mRNA in at least a subset of PCs (Fig. 1D).

Mutations in fra and Netrin cause DV defects

To investigate the potential role that fra plays during DV development, we examined embryos mutant for the fra gene in whole mount. In embryos homozygous for the molecularly characterized EMS-induced amorphic fra² allele (Kolodziej et al., 1996), we did not detect defects in the specification or overall number of CBs, as revealed by staining with anti-DmeF2 (Fig. 1E and F), which labels the nuclei of all 104 CBs. In addition, Pericardin, a collagenglike protein that is secreted by the PCs and concentrates at the CB-pericardial cell interface (Chartier et al., 2002), was properly localized in fra² mutants (Fig. S1 B, C). While staining with anti-Wg, which labels the six bilateral pairs of CB ostial cells in the heart (Lo et al., 2002), showed that the ostial cells were correctly specified, Wg staining did reveal significant defects in the dorsal alignment of the two rows of CBs as seen by the shifting of the contralateral pairs of Wg positive CBs relative to each other (Fig. 1G and H). We observed this phenotype in 33% of fra² homozygotes, which was significantly above what we observed in wild type or fra²/+ embryos (P < 0.05). The alignment phenotype, while mild, was also observed in the fra² allele (data not shown) and is also consistent with a previous study in which the authors isolated a new allele for fra in a genetic screen for heart malformations (Meyer et al., 2011).

To further investigate the defects we observed in fra³ mutants, we stained fra³ embryos with anti-αSpectrin (Lee et al., 1993), which labels CB lateral and luminal membranes. αSpectrin-staining in fra³ embryos confirmed the defects we observed in CB alignment and also revealed defects in CB attachment at the dorsal midline (Fig. 1J), without showing overall defects in CB polarity. Specifically, in 26% (n = 35) of fra³ mutant embryos observed in whole mount, the dorsal-most membranes of opposing CBs did not appear to be properly attached, and we could see a space (spanning at least two or more cells) between opposing CBs (Fig. 1K). This attachment phenotype was not detected in wild type embryos. The defects in attachment did not appear to occur predominantly in specific cell types (i.e. the Wg-expressing ostial cells, which align with segment borders versus the sets of four pairs of Timann-expressing cardioblasts (Gajewski et al., 2000) in between). In addition, we did not see gaps along the individual rows, suggesting that this defect is not in the dorsal migration of each row of CBs, but rather in the contact of CBs across the dorsal midline. Double staining with anti-DmeF2 confirmed that these spaces were not due to the presence of extra CBs but most likely resulted from an attachment failure between contralateral CBs (Fig. 1L).

Fra is a known receptor for the secreted Netrin molecule, which is encoded by two genes, Netrina (NetA) and NetrinB (NetB) in Drosophila (Harris et al., 1996; Kolodziej et al., 1996; Mitchell et al., 1996). While NetB protein has been reported to localize to the CBs (Albrecht et al., 2011; Harris et al., 1996), there are conflicting data in the literature regarding the source of secreted NetB in the CBs. While an early study reported weak NetB mRNA in the DV (Mitchell et al., 1996), a more recent study reported a failure to detect NetB transcript and suggested that NetB is diffusing from another source (Albrecht et al., 2011). In order to determine if the fra³ alignment and attachment defects we observed are downstream of Netrin signaling, we examined ΔNetAB embryos, in which both Netrin genes are specifically deleted by P-element excision (Brankatschk and Dickson, 2006). Staining with anti-Wg revealed occasional defects in CB alignment at the dorsal midline; however, the defects were not significantly above wild type levels (data not shown). Staining with anti-αSpectrin did reveal significant defects in CB attachment at the dorsal midline. Specifically, we found that 30% (n = 23) of ΔNetAB embryos showed defects in CB attachment (Fig. 1M). These defects were similar to what we observed in fra³ mutants (Fig. 1K). Together, these results suggest that Netrin and Fra function together during DV formation in mediating CB attachment.

fra is required for CB attachment during DV morphogenesis

In order to more closely examine the roles of Fra and Netrin in the DV, embryos were cross-sectioned, which allowed us to visualize the specific contacts that are made by the CBs as well as the size and shape of the lumen. During morphogenesis of the DV, the rounded CBs undergo a series of cell shape changes, enabling first the dorsal and then the ventral regional of each CB to initiate contact with their contralateral partner across the dorsal midline, while the areas in between remain unattached allowing for the formation of a lumen (Haag et al., 1999; Medioni et al., 2008; Santiago-Martinez et al., 2008).

We first cross-sectioned both wild type and fra³ embryos that were immunostained for αSpectrin to visualize CB membranes (see Materials and methods). In wild type embryos at early stage 16, the dorsal–most contact between contralateral CBs has been established (Fig. 2A and A') and ventral contact is initiated.
By stage 17, the CBs are attached at both dorsal and ventral attachment points and a lumen can be observed in between (Fig. 2B and B'). In fra3 mutants, we observed significant defects (85%, n=20) that arose from the failure of CBs to make appropriate contacts with each other across the dorsal midline at stage 17 (Table 1). We observed two main classes of phenotypes that range in severity. In the milder class, the CBs appeared to have undergone proper cell shape changes but then showed a missing or diminished area of dorsal and/or ventral contact, leading to an open-heart tube or a severely enlarged lumen (Fig. 2C and C'). In the second class, the CBs failed to undergo the cell shape changes required for CB outgrowth and as a result did not make either dorsal or ventral contact with each other across the dorsal midline (Fig. 2D, D'). In these sections, a clear space could be observed between the opposing CB membranes and we presume that this is the attachment phenotype that is clearly visible in our whole mount embryos (Fig. 1K and L). We confirmed that these embryos were not of an earlier stage or generally delayed in development.

Fig 1. fra is expressed in the dorsal vessel and fra mutants have defects in CB alignment and attachment. Top panel shows a schematic of the embryonic DV, which spans segments T2–A8 and is divided into the anterior aorta, posterior aorta and the heart. In the heart, the six pairs of Wingless-expressing CB ostial cells are indicated in magenta. (A, B) In situ hybridization was performed with a DIG-labeled fra antisense probe and visualized using Tyramide signal amplification. Expression of fra at stage 15 is highly enriched in the DV (A). fra expression persists through stage 16 (B). (C, D) Co-staining Hand-Gal4/UAS-lacZ embryos for fra mRNA (green) and β-gal (red) shows the expression of fra mRNA on both the CBs and PCs (arrows). (E-F) anti-DMef2 staining in fra3 mutants at stage 14 (E) and 16 (F) showing that CB specification and migration to the dorsal midline is not impaired in fra3 mutants. Wild type embryos have 104 CBs, and we found no significant difference in CB number in fra3 mutants (104+/−2, n=5). (G-H) Staining with anti-Wingless (Wg) in wild type (wt) (G) or fra3 mutant (H) reveals that the ostial cells (brackets) are correctly specified in fra3 mutants, but are often mis-aligned across the dorsal midline (asterisks). (I-J) anti-α-Spectrin staining in the heart region of the DV. In wild type stage 16 embryos, the ostial cells (brackets) are aligned with each other and make contact across the dorsal midline (I). In fra3 mutants (J), ostial cells (brackets) are often mis-aligned (asterisk) and fail to make proper contact with their contralateral counterparts (arrows). (K) Another fra3 mutant embryo showing mis-aligned CB ostial cells (brackets) and failure of CBs to make contact across the dorsal midline (arrow). (L) fra3 embryo double stained with anti-DMef2 (red) and anti-α-Spectrin (green) to show that the space between CBs is not due to the presence of an extra CB. (M) ΔNetAB mutant embryos also show defects in CB attachment (arrows).
development by simultaneously examining head involution, gut morphology and dorsal closure with αSpectrin, which not only labels the CB membranes but also epidermal cells. We observed what appeared to be mild attachment defects in 31% of wild type embryos (Table 1), potentially reflecting that lumen formation does not simultaneously occur along the length of the embryo and that there are occasionally some CB pairs that have not completed the process at stage 17. However at this late stage in wild type embryos, we never observed a complete failure of CB outgrowth and the large space between contralateral CBs that we observed in fra mutants (Fig. 2D).

### Table 1

Quantification of CB phenotypes in cross-sectioned embryos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No defect</th>
<th>Defect in CB-CB contact</th>
<th>No lumen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wt</td>
<td>69% (20/29)</td>
<td>31% (9/29)</td>
<td>0% (0/29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fra&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>15% (3/20)</td>
<td>85% (17/20)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0% (0/20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆NetAB</td>
<td>21% (4/19)</td>
<td>74% (14/19)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5% (1/19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unc&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>36% (9/25)</td>
<td>28% (7/25)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>36% (9/25)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unc&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;-fra&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30% (6/20)</td>
<td>70% (14/20)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0% (0/20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fra&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;; UAS-fra X Hand-Gal4</td>
<td>27% (4/15)</td>
<td>73% (11/15)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0% (0/15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fra&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;; UAS-fra X 24B-Gal4</td>
<td>27% (6/22)</td>
<td>73% (16/22)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0% (0/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS-fra X Hand-Gal4</td>
<td>74% (17/23)</td>
<td>26% (6/23)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0% (0/23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS-fra X 24B-Gal4</td>
<td>32% (7/22)</td>
<td>68% (15/22)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0% (0/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unc&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;-fra&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;; UAS-fra X 24B-Gal4</td>
<td>65% (13/20)</td>
<td>35% (7/20)&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0% (0/20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Data sets differ significantly from WT with a P value of < 0.05 by the T-test.

### NetAB mutants share CB attachment phenotypes with fra mutants

In ∆NetAB mutants, the dominant phenotype was in CB attachment, similar to what we observed in fra mutants. Specifically, in 74% of the embryos we examined (n = 19) (Table 1), contralateral CBs had either diminished attachment domains leading to an enlarged lumen (Fig. 2F and F’) or a complete failure to attach (Fig. 2G and G’). We also observed a small number of embryos (5%) that showed CBs inappropriately attached along their entire luminal domain, resulting in a loss of lumen formation (Table 1). This phenotype was never observed in wild type embryos (Table 1), and is identical to the predominant phenotype we observed in unc5 loss-of-function embryos (36%, n = 25) (Fig. 2I and I’) (Table 1). This loss of lumen phenotype we observed in unc5 mutants as well as a small subset of Netrin mutants is consistent with the phenotypes reported in a recent study, which examined the role of unc5 during DV lumen formation (Albrecht et al., 2011).

Together, these data demonstrate that Fra and Netrin function in mediating CB outgrowth and attachment and suggest, based on...
the phenotypes we observed, that this function may occur independently of Unc5-mediated CB repulsion.

fra and unc5 double mutants look like fra mutants

unc5 mutants fail to form a lumen due to a loss of repulsion leading to inappropriate contact between contralateral CBs (Albrecht et al., 2011; Fig. 2I and J). This is in contrast to fra mutants in which there is a failure of contralateral CBs to make appropriate contact, presumably due to a loss of attraction (Fig. 2C and D). In order to determine the relative roles of these two opposing Netrin receptors, we examined unc5 and fra double-mutants and found that the phenotype of the double mutant much more closely resembles the fra single-mutant phenotype (Fig. 2H, I; Table 1) in which contralateral CBs fail to make contact at the dorsal midline. These data are consistent with the idea that fra functions prior to and independently of unc5 during lumen formation. This is further supported by our observation that Netrin mutants also predominantly display the fra mutant phenotype (Fig. 2F and G) and is consistent with previous studies showing that contralateral CBs must first initiate dorsal contacts before undergoing the cell shape changes leading to formation of the lumen (Haag et al., 1999; Medioni et al., 2008; Santiago-Martinez et al., 2008).

fra mutants show a loss of CB adhesion

Our results thus far are consistent with the idea that Fra is playing an important role in bringing together the CBs at specific sites of cell–cell contact. To more directly examine if cell contact and adhesion were specifically disrupted in fra mutants, we first performed EM analysis. Our EM data confirmed our analysis by cross-section. In fra^3 mutants, we often observed an enlarged luminal space between contralateral CBs, with the CB attachment domains severely decreased as compared to wild type (Fig. 3A and B). In contrast, unc5 mutants show CBs that are improperly attached at the luminal domain, resulting in a loss of lumen formation (Fig. 3C).

To further investigate whether fra mutants show a loss of CB cell contact, fra^3/+ heterozygous embryos were stained for the adhesion and junctional protein Discs-large (Dlg) (Woods et al., 1996). In fra^3/+ heterozygous embryos viewed in cross-section, Dlg localizes to the dorsal and ventral points of CB–CB contact as previously observed for wild type embryos (Medioni et al., 2008; Vanderploeg et al., 2012) (Fig. 3D). In fra^3 mutants, we see an absence of Dlg accumulation between CBs, indicating that the junctional domains did not properly form (Fig. 3E). In contrast, unc5^8 mutants showed an inappropriate accumulation of Dlg, consistent with the idea that CBs are adhered along the entire luminal domain, resulting in the absence of lumen formation (Fig. 3F).

Overexpression of fra leads to CB attachment defects

To further test the importance of fra in the DV, we performed a series of rescue and gain-of-function studies by driving a UAS-fra transgene in the DV with either the Hand-Gal4 or 24B-Gal4 drivers. Both Hand-Gal4 and 24B-Gal4 drive expression in the DV (Brand and Perrimon, 1993; Han et al., 2006). However, we found subtle but important differences between these drivers. First, Hand-Gal4 appears to drive expression in the CBs at lower levels than 24B-Gal4 (data not shown). Second, 24B-Gal4, which is known to reflect the expression of the how gene (Zaffran et al., 1997), does not drive expression uniformly in all CBs. For example, driving UAS-mCD8-GFP (a membrane-tethered fusion protein between mouse lymphocyte marker CD8 and the green fluorescence protein, (Lee and Luo, 1999) with 24B-Gal4 resulted in the accumulation of CD8-GFP at higher levels in the ostial CBs, which are aligned with segment borders, as compared with the sets of four pairs of contractile CBs in between (Fig. S2A).

We first attempted to rescue the fra mutant phenotype by driving UAS-fra in fra mutant embryos with either 24B-Gal4 or Hand-Gal4. We were not able to significantly rescue the loss of CB attachment phenotype using either driver (Table 1). Furthermore, while driving expression of UAS-fra with the weaker Hand-Gal4 in an otherwise wild type background did not have an effect (Table 1), overexpression of UAS-fra at higher levels with 24B-Gal4 in wild type embryos resulted in significant CB attachment phenotypes, similar to what we observed in fra loss-of-function mutants (Table 1, Fig. 2E and E'). Interestingly, the fra gain-of-function phenotypes we observed with the 24B-Gal4 driver occurred at a much higher frequency between the ostial CBs, which show much higher levels of Fra-Myc expression (Fig. S2B) than the four pairs of contractile CBs in between (75% vs. 31% respectively). We were able to clearly identify the ostial CB cells in our cross-sections by their proximity to the alary muscles, which connect to the DV to support the cardiac tube as well as control hemolymph inflow (Bate, 1993; Rizki, 1978).

Together our results suggest that tight temporal and/or spatial regulation of Fra receptor levels in CBs is essential for the initiation and/or completion of the cell shape changes required for lumen
formation, and that neither the 24B-Gal4 nor Hand-Gal4 drivers fully recapitulate normal levels of fra expression required for rescue of the attachment phenotypes in fra mutants. In addition, our overexpression data are consistent with findings in other systems that suggest that Fra function is highly regulated and that overexpression of fra often causes a disruption to its normal function, resulting in similar loss-of-function and gain-of-function phenotypes (Levy-Strumpf and Culotti, 2007; Timofeev et al., 2012; Watari-Goshima et al., 2007). An alternative interpretation of these results is that when fra is expressed at high levels in the CBs, it is able to function with Unc5 to mediate long-range repulsion, thus preventing the CBs from coming together. These data are supported by the findings that Unc5 functions as both a short-range and long-range repellant, and that only long-range repulsion requires Fra (Keleman and Dickson, 2001). In order to test this possibility, we overexpressed fra with 24B-Gal4 in embryos that were heterozygous for unc5. Interestingly, we found that unc5 was able to dominantly suppress the fra gain-of-function phenotype to near wild type levels (Table 1). These results are consistent with the idea that when expressed at high levels, fra can work in concert with unc5 to mediate long range repulsion of CBs, thus preventing CB attachment.

Fra localizes to sites of CB outgrowth and attachment

Our results thus far show that Fra functions in the CBs for proper outgrowth and attachment. Earlier studies have shown that the Fra homologs Unc-40 and DCC localize to distinct subcellular locations on the cell membrane, often in response to Netrin signaling (Adler et al., 2006; Matsumoto and Nagashima, 2010; Ziel et al., 2009). While our findings clearly showed that fra mRNA is expressed by the CBs (Fig. 1A-D), we were unable to detect endogenous Fra protein above background levels using an anti-Fra antibody previously used to localize the protein in the CNS (Garbe and Bashaw, 2007). As an alternative method to determine whether Fra protein has a specific subcellular distribution in the CBs, we examined the expression of the UAS-fra-myc transgene driven by either Hand-Gal4 or 24B-Gal4. In performing these experiments, we took advantage of the differences between the Hand and 24B-Gal4 drivers in our analysis. We first examined Hand-Gal4/UAS-fra-myc embryos stained with anti-Myc. Overexpression of fra using the Hand-Gal4 driver did not result in significant defects in CB attachment (Table 1). During the initial stages of DV formation, as the CBs approached the midline, we were unable to detect high levels of Fra-Myc accumulation in CBs in these embryos (data not shown). However, at stage 17, when lumen formation was complete, we observed the accumulation of high levels of Fra-Myc at the sites of CB–CB contact (Fig. 3A).

To determine the localization of Fra in CBs at earlier stages, we examined UAS-fra-myc expression driven by the stronger 24B-Gal4 driver. A potential complication of using this driver to localize Fra is that overexpression of UAS-fra caused significant defects in CB attachment (Table 1, Fig. 2E). Because our subsequent analysis showed that these defects occurred much more frequently in the ostial CBs (see above), we initially focused our analysis on sections through the non-ostial CBs that showed a normal morphology. In these sections, we noticed that as contralateral CBs approached the dorsal midline at early stage 16, Fra-Myc staining became enriched first at the CB dorsal leading edge (Fig. 4A and A') and subsequently at the ventral leading edge (Fig. 4B and B'). Finally, at the completion of lumen formation at stage 17, Fra-Myc staining persisted at areas of CB contact (Fig. 4C and C'). As a control for our localization experiments, we used 24B-Gal4 to drive the expression of UAS-mCD8-GFP, a heterologous membrane protein. We found that unlike the highly localized pattern that we observed for Fra-Myc, the mCD8-GFP protein appeared to be evenly distributed along the surface of the CBs, as visualized with anti-GFP staining (Fig. S3B). These results are consistent with the idea that Fra localization specifically correlates with areas of CB membrane outgrowth and attachment.

We next questioned whether the attachment phenotype that we observed between CB ostial cells in fra-overexpressing embryos could be correlated with changes in Fra-Myc localization. We examined Fra-Myc localization in 24B-Gal4/UAS-fra-Myc embryos double-stained with anti-Wg, a marker for the CB ostial cells (Lo et al., 2002) and anti-Myc. We hypothesized that Wg-negative CBs expressing lower levels of UAS-fra-Myc would show normal CB morphology and by extension, the Fra-Myc staining would reflect a normal pattern of Fra localization. In contrast, we hypothesized that, higher levels of UAS-fra-Myc expression would lead to defects in CB attachment as well as mislocalization of Fra-Myc. As expected, we found that cross-sections through the high-fra-Myc expressing Wg positive ostial CBs clearly showed a more homogeneous distribution of Fra-Myc as well as significant CB attachment defects (Fig. 4D and E). In contrast, cross-sections through non-Wg expressing cells showed a more restricted distribution of Fra-Myc at sites of CB attachment and a normal lumen (Fig. 4F). We further confirmed this by examining additional cross-sections from a single embryo that we double stained with anti-Myc and anti-α-spectrin, to label the entire CB membrane (Fig. 4G-L). In these sections, due to the lack of Wg staining, we identified the higher Fra-Myc expressing CB ostial cells by their proximity to the alary muscles. In sections taken through the CB ostial cells, we observed clear defects in CB morphogenesis together with a more homogeneous localization of Fra-Myc on the CB membrane (Fig. 4 G-I). In contrast, a neighboring section taken through a non-ostial CB shows accumulation of Fra-Myc at sites of CB outgrowth and attachment (Fig. 4J-L).

Together, these results support the idea that Fra accumulation at sites of CB outgrowth and adhesion is required for proper lumen formation. Our findings are consistent with previous studies showing that Fra/Unc-40 becomes polarized on cell membranes that correspond to areas of cell outgrowth (Adler et al., 2006; Ziel et al., 2009). However, it is important to note that all of our observations are based on overexpression studies and therefore may not entirely reflect the localization of endogenous Fra protein in the DV.

Fra accumulation at sites of CB attachment is disrupted in Netrin mutants

Netrins have previously been shown to promote the recruitment of DCC/Fra to distinct locations of the cell membrane (Adler et al., 2006; Matsumoto and Nagashima, 2010). Furthermore, in the Drosophila CNS, Fra was shown to relocalize in response to Netrin signaling (Hiramoto et al., 2000). In the DV, both fra and Netrin mutants showed significant defects in CB attachment (Fig. 2 E and G, Table 1), suggesting that they function together during this process. To test whether the accumulation of Fra that we observed at specific points of CB attachment was dependent upon Netrin, we repeated our Fra-Myc localization studies described above in embryos that were heterozygous or homozygous for ∆NetAB. Because we observed Fra-Myc accumulation at sites of attachment specifically in the non-ostial CBs, we focused on these cells for our analysis. In ∆NetAB/+; 24B-Gal4/UAS-fra-Myc embryos, we detected Fra-Myc at points of CB attachment (Fig. 4M), similar to the pattern we saw in wild type embryos at stage 17 (Fig. 4K). However, in embryos homozygous for ∆NetAB, we often found that Fra-Myc staining was more diffusely distributed around the CB membrane or inappropriately accumulated at areas not normally associated with CB attachment (Fig. 4N). However, in some sections, we also observed normal distribution of Fra-Myc (Fig. 4O). Together, these
findings support the idea that Fra localization at sites of attachment may at least be partially dependent upon Netrin signaling.

Conclusions

In this paper we have shown an important role for the Fra protein during DV formation. DV formation occurs via a series of highly stereotyped cell shape changes resulting in a linear tube comprising of two rows of CBs that are attached at their dorsal and ventral-most points, with a lumen in between (Fig. 5). Cell contact and adhesion is first initiated dorsally, as each CB extends a leading edge towards its contralateral counterpart across the dorsal midline, resulting in an adhesive interaction (Fig. 5B–C). By using loss-of-function analysis, we show that fra is required for this CB outgrowth. In addition, we show that Fra protein accumulates at sites of CB outgrowth and attachment (Fig. 5D and E). In CBs that were negative for Wg protein (F), Fra-Myc accumulated at dorsal and ventral points of attachment (arrows) and the lumen appeared normal. (G-L) UAS-fra-myc/24B-Gal4 embryo sectioned through the ostial CB membrane, similar to αSpectrin (H). (L) is a merge of (G) and (H). Arrows point to the areas that accumulate Fra-Myc protein. (M) Fra-Myc staining (G) was evenly distributed along the entire CB membrane, similar to αSpectrin (H). (L) is a merge of (G) and (H). Arrows point to the areas that accumulate Fra-Myc protein. (M) Fra-Myc accumulates at dorsal and ventral attachment points (asterisks) in a ΔNetAB heterozygote at stage 17. (N) In a ΔNetAB mutant, Fra-Myc accumulation at these sites is disrupted (arrows) and we observe inappropriate accumulation of Fra-Myc on areas of the CB membrane not normally associated with attachment (arrowhead). In these sections a proper lumen fails to form. (O) In ΔNetAB mutants that show a normal lumen, we also observe normal distribution of Fra-Myc (asterisks).
CB morphogenesis occurs by the sequential outgrowth and inhibition of discrete CB membrane domains. It is still unclear how these opposing signaling pathways are asymmetrically regulated inside the cell. Our findings together with the known localization patterns of Unc5 and Robo suggest that the localization of these receptors to discrete membrane domains is essential for proper CB morphogenesis.
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